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REPULSIVE DIFFERENTIAL DRIVING 
DOUBLE-ACTING TYPE ELECTRICAL 

MACHINERY POWER SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is a divisional of copending appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/407.131, filed Apr. 7, 2003. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) (a) Field of the Invention 
0003. The invention comprises twin double-acting elec 
trical machinery assembly, each being of interactive rota 
tional type, and Such that the interactive rotational assembly 
on the non-Outputting Side of either double-acting electrical 
machinery assembly gets coupled to its counterpart interac 
tively by slidably applied damping effect or alternatively by 
Solid coupling technology. 
0004 (b) Description of the Prior Art 
0005 The conventional single motor driven electric car 
rier usually relies on the differential driving device to drive 
the two side loading wheel to move forward or backward or 
differential driven turning operations in the same rotational 
directions, wherein their disadvantages include the high cost 
of the additionally installed differential transmission device, 
large weight, and the existence of normal transmission loSS. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006 The invention comprises twin double-acting elec 
trical machinery assembly, each being of interactive rota 
tional type, and Such that the interactive rotational assembly 
on the non-Outputting Side of either double-acting electrical 
machinery assembly gets coupled to its counterpart interac 
tively by slidably applied damping effect or alternatively by 
Solid coupling technology. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0007 FIG. 1 is a block schematic diagram of the inven 
tion illustrating a power System constituted by twin double 
acting type electrical machinery assembly. 
0008 FIG.2 is an preferred embodiment of the invention 
illustrating a speed reducer device is installed between the 
double-acting type electrical machinery assembly output 
shaft and the load. 

0009 FIG. 3 is an embodiment applied of the invention 
illustrating the parallel combined operation by two power 
Systems. 

0010 FIG. 4 is an preferred embodiment of the invention 
illustrating that the differential device is comprised of dif 
ferential gears to constitute the power System. 
0.011 FIG. 5 is an preferred embodiment illustrating that 
the differential acting Side ring frame in the preferred 
embodiment of FIG. 4 is further installed with damping 
devices. 

0012 FIG. 6 is the first preferred embodiment illustrat 
ing that the two interactive rotational electrical machinery 
assembly Structures of the twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly are respectively coupled with damping 
devices. 
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0013 FIG. 7 is the second preferred embodiment illus 
trating that the two interactive rotational electrical machin 
ery assembly structures of the twin double-acting type 
electrical assembly are respectively coupled with damping 
devices. 

0014 FIG. 8 is an preferred embodiment of the invention 
illustrating that the twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly are coupled with the wheel train 
through the axial direction change transmission devices in 
mutual contrary rotational direction to constitute a repulsive 
differential driving power System. 
0.015 FIG. 9 is an preferred embodiment of the invention 
illustrating that the twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly are respectively coupled with the wheel 
train in mutual contrary rotational directions to constitute a 
repulsive differential driving power System. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0016. According to the invention, the repulsive differen 
tial driving double-acting type electrical machinery power 
System is comprised of twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly each having a first interactive rotational 
electrical machinery assembly Structure and a Second inter 
active rotational electrical machinery assembly structure, 
and the double-acting type electrical machinery assembly is 
constituted by the AC or DC, brush-less or brushed, syn 
chronous or asynchronous, cylindrical shaped or disk shaped 
cup shaped electrical machinery assembly, whereof its con 
Stituting methods includes: one interactive rotational elec 
trical machinery assembly Structure is coupled with the load 
while the other interactive rotational electrical machinery 
assembly structure is coupled with a differential unit to allow 
each aforesaid double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly appear in back to back coupling with the differ 
ential device in any axial directions, and in case that any 
interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly struc 
ture undertakes a larger damping to cause rotational Speed 
difference, Such as for the case that when the vehicle is 
driving in a Snaky road whereby to cause the two side wheels 
operated in different rotation Speeds, due to the double 
acting operating characteristics of the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly, the interactive rotational 
electrical machinery assembly Structure coupled with the 
differential device is then imposed by a repulsive acting 
force, thereby the rotational Speed difference can be adjusted 
by the differential device, therefore the repulsive differential 
driving double-acting type electrical machinery power Sys 
tem is characterized to drive the two side wheels moving 
forward, backward and differential driven turning operation 
in the same rotational directions. 

0017. The repulsive differential driving double-acting 
type electrical machinery power System is described in the 
following by taking the embodiment of a equal Speed 
driving in the same direction or repulsive differential driving 
power System constituted by the twin double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly constitute for Snaky road 
driving: 

0018 FIG. 1 is a block schematic diagram of the inven 
tion illustrating a power System constituted by twin double 
acting type electrical machinery, wherein it is mainly char 
acterized in the following: 
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0019. An operating instructions input device 101: It is 
comprised of electromechanical or Solid State elec 
tronic circuit components for generating the analog or 
digital operating Signals to control the driving control 
device 102, and through the driving control device 102 
to further control the twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly 103, 104 for part or all of the 
following functions: positive or reverse rotations, Speed 
changes, motor function, generator function, regenera 
tion braking functioning operation, input/output current 
limitations, electromagnetic effect locking functions, 

0020. A power supply and storing device 105: It is 
constituted by the municipal power System, or the 
engine driven generator units, or the batteries Set or the 
flywheel type accumulated power generation device for 
Supplying power through the driving control device 
102 to drive the double-acting type electrical machin 
ery assembly for motor function operation and for 
absorbing or Storing power from the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly when it is employed for 
generation function operation; 

0021 Adriving control device 102: It is constituted by 
the electromechanical or Solid State electronic power 
components for receiving the commands from the 
operating instructions input device 101 and through the 
driving control device 102 to further control the twin 
double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 103, 
104 for part or all of the following functions: positive 
or reverse rotations, Speed changes, motor function, 
generator function, regeneration braking functioning 
operation, input/output current limitations, electromag 
netic effect locking functions, thereof the double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly driving device can 
be by a common driving control device 102 to drive the 
multiple double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly simultaneously, or by the individual driving 
control device to drive the individual double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly according to SyS 
tem requirements, thereof if the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly is of the DC brushed 
electrical machinery, then the driving control device 
102 is constituted by the electromechanical or solid 
State electronic power components to be the motor or 
generator functions operation control circuit device or 
the polarity Switch direction control device by provid 
ing the analog modulating control or chopped wave 
modulating control on the armature, or the field mag 
netic intensity modulating control, or mixture of both; 
thereof if the double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly is of the Synchronous or asynchronous brush 
less electrical machinery, or Slip ring type Synchronous 
or asynchronous electrical machinery, then the driving 
circuit of the inverter type driving control device con 
Stituted by the electromechanical or Solid State compo 
nents is employed to control the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly for motor or generator 
function operations, 

0022. The twin double-acting type electrical machin 
ery assembly 103, 104: It is constituted by the AC or 
DC, brush-leSS or brushed, Synchronous or asynchro 
nous, cylindrical shaped or disk shaped cup shaped 
electrical machinery, whereof the twin double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly is each individually 
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composed of the first reciprocating rotational electrical 
machinery assembly structures 111, 121 for motor 
function or generator function interactive operations 
and the Second interactive rotational electrical machin 
ery assembly structures 112, 122, and the rotational 
conducting ring brushes 161, 162 for power input or 
output as well as the related components of the rotating 
shaft, bearing, and cooling devices etc., wherein the 
first interactive rotational electrical machinery assem 
bly structures 111, 121 of the individual double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly are respectively 
coupled with the loads 141, 142 while the second 
interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly 
Structures 112, 122 operated in corresponding to the 
first interactive rotational electrical machinery assem 
bly structures are respectively coupled with the differ 
ential acting device 151, whereby the interactive rela 
tionships between the twin double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly 103,104 and the differ 
ential acting device 151 constitute the operation of the 
repulsive differential driving power System; 

0023 The Loads 141,142: They are the driving wheels 
or track driving wheel of carrierS Such as vehicles or 
other loads which are respectively installed at the two 
sides of vehicles for driving the carrier to move forward 
or backward or differential driven turning operations in 
the same directions, or for positive or reverse rotational 
and differential driving outputs in different rotating 
directions, 

0024. The rotation differences of the repulsive differ 
ential driving power System constituted by the afore 
Said double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 
103,104 and the differential device 151 can be adjusted 
through the differential device 151 in the case of 
different rotations output of the twin double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly under loading varia 
tions. 

0025 Besides, due to the different requirements for the 
various load operating conditions and rotational Speed 
ranges, the speed reducer devices 201, 202 can be installed 
as required between the output shafts of the twin double 
acting type electrical machinery assembly embodied accord 
ingly 103, 104 and the loads 141, 142; wherein FIG. 2 is an 
preferred embodiment of the invention illustrating a speed 
reducer device is installed between the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly output shaft and the load. 
0026. Besides of that the repulsive differential driving 
double-acting type electrical machinery power System can 
be constituted by twin double-acting type electrical machin 
ery assembly into a power System, it can be further consti 
tuted by the parallel combination of two or more than two 
systems, wherein FIG. 3 is an embodiment applied of the 
repulsive differential driving double-acting type electrical 
machinery power System illustrating the parallel combined 
operation by two power Systems, whereof each System is 
respectively comprised of the twin double-acting type elec 
trical machinery assembly 103, 104 combining with a dif 
ferential device 151 to constitute a repulsive differential 
driving power System, thereby the two repulsive differential 
driving power System is driven by the driving control device 
102; wherein it is mainly comprised of the following: 

0027. An operating instructions input device 101: It is 
comprised of electromechanical or Solid State elec 
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tronic circuit components for generating the analog or 
digital operating Signals to control the driving control 
device 102, and through the driving control device 102 
to further control the double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly 103, 104 for part or all of the 
following functions: positive or reverse rotations, Speed 
changes, motor function, generator function, regenera 
tion braking functioning operation, input/output current 
limitations, electromagnetic effect locking functions, 

0028. A power supply and storing device 105: It is 
constituted by the municipal power System, or the 
engine driven generator units, or the batteries Set or the 
flywheel type accumulated power generation device for 
Supplying power through the driving control device 
102 to drive the double-acting type electrical machin 
ery assembly for motor function operation and for 
absorbing or Storing power from the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly when it is employed for 
generation function operation; 

0029 Adriving control device 102: It is constituted by 
the electromechanical or Solid State electronic power 
components for receiving the commands from the 
operating instructions input device 101 and through the 
driving control device 102 to further control the 
double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 103, 
104 for part or all of the following functions: positive 
or reverse rotations, Speed changes, motor function, 
generator function, regeneration braking functioning 
operation, input/output current limitations, electromag 
netic effect locking functions, thereof the double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly driving device can 
be by a common driving control device 102 to drive the 
multiple double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly simultaneously, or by the individual driving 
control device to drive the individual double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly according to SyS 
tem requirements, thereof if the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly is of the DC brushed 
electrical machinery, then the driving control device 
102 is constituted by the electromechanical or solid 
State electronic power components to be the motor or 
generator functions operation control circuit device or 
the polarity Switch direction control device by provid 
ing the analog modulating control or chopped wave 
modulating control on the armature, or the field mag 
netic intensity modulating control, or mixture of both; 
thereof if the double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly type is of the Synchronous or asynchronous 
brushless electrical machinery, or slip ring type Syn 
chronous or asynchronous electrical machinery, then 
the driving circuit of the inverter type driving control 
device constituted by the electromechanical or Solid 
State components is employed to control the double 
acting type electrical machinery assembly for motor or 
generator function operations, 

0030 The twin double-acting type electrical machin 
ery assembly 103,104: they are for constituting the first 
repulsive differential driving power System and the 
Second repulsive differential driving power System, 
whereof the double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly includes the AC or DC, brush-less or brushed, 
Synchronous or asynchronous, cylindrical shaped or 
disk shaped cup shaped electrical machinery, whereof 
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the individual double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly is mainly comprised of the first interactive 
rotational electrical machinery assembly Structures 111, 
121 for motor function or generator function interactive 
operations and the Second interactive rotational elec 
trical machinery assembly structures 112, 122, and the 
rotational conducting ring brushes 161, 162 for power 
input or output as well as the related components of the 
rotating Shaft, bearing, and cooling devices etc., 
wherein the first interactive rotational electrical 
machinery assembly structures 111, 121 of the indi 
vidual double-acting type electrical machinery assem 
bly are respectively coupled with the loads 141, 142 
while the Second interactive rotational electrical 
machinery assembly Structures 112, 122 operated in 
corresponding to the first interactive rotational electri 
cal machinery assembly Structures are respectively 
coupled with the differential acting device 151, 
whereby the twin double-acting type electrical machin 
ery assembly 103,104 and the differential acting device 
151 constitute the repulsive differential driving power 
System; 

0031) The Loads 141,142: They are the driving wheels 
or track driving wheel of carrierS Such as vehicles or 
other loads which are respectively installed at the two 
sides of vehicles for driving the carrier to move forward 
or backward or differential driven turning operations in 
the same directions, or for positive or reverse rotational 
and differential driving outputs in different rotating 
directions, 

0032) The aforesaid differential device 151 coupled 
with the double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly can be Selected as required to be constituted 
by differential gears, or can be further installed with 
damping device at the differential acting Side of the 
differential gear as in conventional vehicles, thereby to 
improve the disadvantage of loosing both Side torque 
outputs simultaneously in case of Single side load slip 
off; or to adopt the embodiment that the load is directly 
driven by the first interactive rotational electrical 
machinery assembly structures 111, 121 of the twin 
double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 103, 
104, while the second interactive rotational electrical 
machinery assembly structures 112, 122 are coupled 
with damping devices. 

0033 FIG. 4 is an preferred embodiment of the differ 
ential device comprised of differential gears, wherein the 
gears 133,134, 135,136 are mutually coupled to constitute 
a differential wheel train, whereof the rotation shaft 131 of 
gear 133 and the gear 134 along with its rotation shaft 132 
are respectively coupled with the individual double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly 103, 104, while the 
rotation shaft 137 of the gear 135 and the rotation shaft 138 
of the gear 136 are commonly driving the differential ring 
frame 139 for differential rotations. 

0034 FIG. 5 is an preferred embodiment illustrating that 
the differential acting Side ring frame in the preferred 
embodiment of FIG. 4 is further installed with damping 
devices. The damping device 600 in FIG. 5 can be coupled 
radially or axially or cone-ward between the differential ring 
frame 139 and the static parts such as car body or machinism 
shell, etc.; whereof the damping device 600 may be one 
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which consists of rotational damping means Such as, for 
embodiment, fluid energy Source, mechanical friction, elec 
tromagnetic generation, or else in the form of eddy current 
effect; or where appropriate, consists of resiliently applied 
rotational damping means Such as: fluid energy Source 
capable of Storing and releasing energy, or mechanical 
spring: wherein one side of the damping device 600 is 
coupled with the differential ring frame 139, while the other 
side of the damping device DP100 is lock fixed on the static 
parts Such as the car body or mechanism shells, etc. 
0035 FIG. 6 is the first preferred embodiment illustrat 
ing that the two interactive rotational electrical machinery 
assembly Structures of the twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly are respectively coupled with the load 
and the damping devices, wherein it is characterized in the 
embodiment of that one interactive rotational electrical 
machinery assembly structure of the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly is directly coupled (or 
through transmission device) with the load, while the other 
interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly struc 
ture of the electrical machinery assembly is individually 
coupled with one side of the corresponding operating Struc 
ture of the damping device 600, while the other side of the 
damping device 600 is lock fixed on the static part such as 
the car body or mechanism shells, etc., whereof the damping 
device 600 may be one which consists of rotational damping 
means Such as, for example, fluid energy Source, emchanical 
friction, electromagnetic geenration, or else in the form of 
eddy current effect; or where appropriate, consists of resil 
iently applied rotational damping means Such as: fluid 
energy Source capable of Storing and releasing energy, or 
mechanical Spring. 
0036 FIG. 7 is the second preferred embodiment illus 
trating that the twin interactive rotational electrical machin 
ery assembly Structures of the twin double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly are respectively coupled with 
damping devices, wherein it is characterized in that one 
interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly struc 
ture of the double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 
is directly coupled (or through transmission device) with the 
load, while the other interactive rotational electrical machin 
ery assembly structure of the electrical machinery assembly 
is individually coupled with one side of the damping devices 
601, 602, while the other sides of the damping device 601, 
602 are mutually coupled, to the effect that the damping 
mechanism featuring differential damping effects and com 
prising Structurally, be it of the fluid power mode, of the 
mechanical friction mode, of the electromagnetic generation 
mode, or Still of the eddy current effect mode, present and 
intervening way between the twin interactive rotational 
electrical machinery assembly 601, 602, will altogether 
account for an overall slidable Damper 660, this Damper 
660, capable of producing differentially directed loading 
condition to bear upon the twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly structured accordingly, Substantiates a 
repulsive differential double-acting electrical machinery 
assembly System represented hereunder by the present 
invention. 

0037. In case of adopting the damping devices, besides of 
that the repulsive differential driving double-acting type 
electrical machinery power System can be constituted by 
twin double-acting type electrical machinery assembly, it 
can be further constituted by twin or more than twin ouble 
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acting type electrical machinery assembly, wherein one 
interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly struc 
ture of each double-acting type electrical machinery assem 
bly is still employed to drive the load, the corresponding 
other interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly 
Structure can be back to back coupled in any axial directions 
with the common differential device. 

0038. In addition, for applications of the repulsive dif 
ferential driving double-acting type electrical machinery 
power System in driving the load in the same rotational 
direction, the non-for load driving interactive rotational 
electrical machinery assembly structure of the double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly can be coupled with the 
wheel train appearing in the interactive relationship of 
contrary rotational directions, whereby to accomplish the 
repulsive differential driving functions, or the non-for load 
driving interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly 
Structure of the double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly can be directly commonly coupled with the inter 
active wheel trains in the same rotational direction or 
directly mutually coupled. 
0039 FIG. 8 is an preferred embodiment illustrating that 
the twin double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 
are coupled with the wheel train through the axial direction 
change transmission devices in mutual contrary rotational 
direction to constitute a repulsive differential driving power 
System, wherein it is mainly characterized in that the indi 
vidual Second interactive rotational electrical machinery 
assembly structures 112, 122 of the twin double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly 103, 104, installed back-to 
tack, are respectively coupled with the two input shafts of 
the wheel train 901 appearing in the interactive relationship 
of contrary rotation directions through the axial direction 
change transmission device 900 constituted by the universal 
transmission device or equal-speed universal transmission 
device or bevel gears, while the first interactive rotational 
electrical machinery assembly structures 111, 121 of the 
twin double-acting type electrical machinery assembly drive 
the load in the same rotational direction. 

0040 FIG. 9 is an preferred embodiment illustrating that 
the two back to back installed double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly are respectively coupled with the wheel 
train in mutual contrary rotational directions thereby to 
constitute the repulsive differential driving power System, 
wherein it is mainly characterized in that the individual 
Second interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly 
Structures 112, 122 of the twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly 103, 104, installed back-to-back, 103, 
104 are respectively coupled with the two input shafts of the 
wheel train 901 appearing in the interactive relationship of 
contrary rotation directions, while the first interactive rota 
tional electrical machinery assembly structures 111, 121 of 
the twin double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 
drive the load in the same rotational direction; thereof 
besides of that the twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly as shown in the preferred embodiment 
of the FIG. 9 can be back to back installed, it can be parallel 
installed at the same side, thereby to combine with the 
interactive wheel trains in contrary rotation directions 
whereby to constitute the repulsive differential driving 
double-acting type electrical machinery power System. 
0041 AS Summarized from the above descriptions and by 
comparing the design with the conventional System of a 
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Single drive motor through a Single input Shaft and further 
through a differential wheel train to the two output shafts, it 
shows that the differential wheel trains of the conventional 
differential wheel train power Systems only operate at dif 
ferential output, but the input Side pinion gear is always 
rotated with low efficiency (the efficiency of pinion gear is 
about 50%-80%), thereof the system only operates at dif 
ferential output, and is advantageous of no aforesaid pinion 
gear loSS problems in normal operation, thereby it is inno 
vative with obvious functions. 

1. A repulsive differential driving double-acting electrical 
machinery power System comprising: 

a twin double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 
further comprising a first interactive rotational electri 
cal machinery assembly Structure and a Second inter 
active rotational electrical machinery assembly Struc 
ture, 

wherein the first interactive rotational electrical machin 
ery assembly structure is coupled with the load while 
the Second interactive rotational electrical machinery 
assembly structure is coupled with a differential device 
to allow each double-acting electrical machinery 
assembly to be in back to back coupling with the 
differential device in axial directions, 

whereby, if one of the interactive rotational electrical 
machinery assembly Structures undertakes a larger 
damping to cause a rotational Speed difference, then 
due to the double-acting operating characteristics of the 
double-acting electrical machinery assembly, there is a 
repulsive acting force, and thereby the rotational Speed 
difference can be adjusted by the differential device, 
and therefore the repulsive differential driving double 
acting electrical machinery power System is adapted to 
drive two Side wheels moving forward, and backwards 
and provide differential driven turning operation in 
Same rotational directions. 

2-3. (canceled) 
4. The repulsive differential driving double-acting elec 

trical machinery power System as in claim 1, wherein its 
double-acting type electrical machinery assembly power 
System can be further constituted by the parallel combina 
tion of two or more than two Systems, whereof each System 
is respectively comprised of the twin double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly 103, 104 combining with a 
differential device 151 to constitute a repulsive differential 
driving power System, thereby the two repulsive differential 
driving power System is driven by the driving control device 
102; wherein it is mainly comprised 1 of the following: 
An operating instructions input device 101: It is com 

prised of electromechanical or Solid State electronic 
circuit components for generating the analog or digital 
operating Signals to control the driving control device 
102, and through the driving control device 102 to 
further control the double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly 103, 104 for part or all of the 
following functions: positive or reverse rotations, Speed 
changes, motor function, generator function, regenera 
tion braking functioning operation, input/output current 
limitations, electromagnetic effect locking functions, 

A power supply and storing device 105: It is constituted 
by the municipal power System, or the engine driven 
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generator units, or the batteries Set or the flywheel type 
accumulated power generation device for Supplying 
power through the driving control device 102 to drive 
the double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 
for motor function operation and for absorbing or 
Storing power from the double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly when it is employed for genera 
tion function operation; 

A driving control device 102: It is constituted by the 
electromechanical or Solid State electronic power com 
ponents for receiving the commands from the operating 
instructions input device 101 and through the driving 
control device CD101 to further control the double 
acting type electrical machinery assembly 103,104 for 
part or all of the following functions: positive or 
reverse rotations, Speed changes, motor function, gen 
erator function, regeneration braking functioning 
operation, input/output current limitations, electromag 
netic effect locking functions, thereof the double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly driving device can 
be by a common driving control device 102 to drive the 
multiple double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly simultaneously, or by the individual driving 
control device to drive the individual double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly according to Sys 
tem requirements, thereof if the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly is of the DC brushed 
electrical machinery, then the driving control device 
102 is constituted by the electromechanical or Solid 
State electronic power components to be the motor or 
generator functions operation control circuit device or 
the polarity Switch direction control device by provid 
ing the analog modulating control or chopped wave 
modulating control on the armature, or the field mag 
netic intensity modulating control, or mixture of both; 
thereof if the double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly type is of the Synchronous or asynchronous 
brushleSS electrical machinery, or slip ring type Syn 
chronous or asynchronous electrical machinery, then 
the driving circuit of the inverter type driving control 
device constituted by the electromechanical or Solid 
State components is employed to control the double 
acting type electrical machinery assembly for motor or 
generator function operations, 

The twin double-acting type electrical machinery assem 
bly 103,104: they are for constituting the first repulsive 
differential driving power System and the Second repul 
sive differential driving power system, whereof the 
double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 
includes the AC or DC, brush-less or brushed, synchro 
nous or asynchronous, cylindrical shaped or disk 
shaped cup shaped electrical machinery, whereof the 
individual double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly is mainly comprised of the first interactive 
rotational electrical machinery assembly Structures 111, 
121 for motor function or generator function interactive 
operations and the Second interactive rotational elec 
trical machinery assembly structures 112, 122, and the 
rotational conducting ring brushes 161, 162 for power 
input or output as well as the related components of the 
rotating Shaft, bearing, and cooling devices etc., 
wherein the first interactive rotational electrical 
machinery assembly structures 111, 121 of the indi 
vidual double-acting type electrical machinery assem 
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bly are respectively coupled with the loads 141, 142 
while the Second interactive rotational electrical 
machinery assembly Structures 112, 122 operated in 
corresponding to the first interactive rotational electri 
cal machinery assembly Structures are respectively 
coupled with the differential acting device 151, 
whereby the twin double-acting type electrical machin 
ery assembly 103,104 and the differential acting device 
151 constitute the repulsive differential driving power 
System; 

The Loads 141, 142: They are the driving wheels or track 
driving wheel of carrierS Such as vehicles or other loads 
which are respectively installed at the two sides of 
vehicles for driving the carrier to move forward or 
backward or differential driven turning operations in 
the same directions, or for positive or reverse rotational 
and differential driving outputs in different rotating 
directions, 

5. The repulsive differential driving double-acting elec 
trical machinery power System as in claim 4, wherein the 
differential device 151 coupled with the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly can be Selected as required to 
be constituted by differential gears, or can be further 
installed with damping device at the differential acting side 
of the differential gear as in conventional vehicles, thereby 
to improve the disadvantage of loosing both Side torque 
outputs simultaneously in case of Single Side load slip off; or 
to adopt the embodiment that the load is directly driven by 
the first interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly 
structures 111, 121 of the twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly 103, 104, while the second interactive 
rotational electrical machinery assembly Structures 112, 122 
are coupled with damping devices. 

6. The repulsive differential driving double-acting elec 
trical machinery power System as in claim 5, wherein its 
damping device includes the differential driving device 
constituted by differential gears, thereof the gears 133, 134, 
135, 136 are mutually coupled to constitute a differential 
wheel train, whereof the rotation shaft 131 of gear 133 and 
the gear 134 along with its rotation shaft 132 are respectively 
coupled with the individual double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly 103,104, while the rotation shaft 137 
of the gear 135 and the rotation shaft 138 of the gear 136 are 
commonly driving the differential ring frame 139 for dif 
ferential rotations. 

7. The repulsive differential driving double-acting elec 
trical machinery power System as in claim 5, wherein its 
damping devices are comprised of the differential acting side 
ring frame which is further installed with damping devices, 
whereof the damping device 600 can be coupled radially or 
axially or cone-ward between the differential ring frame 139 
and the Static parts Such as car body or machinism shell, etc.; 
whereof the damping device 600 may be one which consists 
of rotational darning means Such as, for example, fluid 
energy Source, mechanical friction, electromagnetic genera 
tion, or else in the form of eddy current effect; or where 
appropraite, consists of resiliently applied rotational damp 
ing means Such as: fluid energy Source capable of Storing 
and releasing energy, or mechinical Spring. 

8. The repulsive differential driving double-acting elec 
trical machinery power System as in claim 5, wherein its 
damping devices include that the two interactive rotational 
electrical machinery assembly structures of the twin double 
acting type electrical machinery assembly are respectively 
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coupled with the load and the damping devices, wherein it 
is characterized in the embodiment of that one interactive 
rotational electrical machinery assembly structure of the 
double-acting type electrical machinery assembly is directly 
coupled (or through transmission device) with the load, 
while the other interactive rotational electrical machinery 
assembly structure of the electrical machinery assembly is 
individually coupled with one Side of the corresponding 
operating structure of the damping device 600, while the 
other side of the damping device 600 is lock fixed on the 
Static part Such as the car body or mechanism shells, etc., 
whereof the damping device 600 may be one which consists 
of rotational daming means Such as, for example, fluid 
energy Source, mechanical friction, electromagnetic genera 
tion, or else in the form of eddy current effect; or where 
appropraite, consists of resiliently applied rotational damp 
ing means Such as: fluid energy Source capable of Storing 
and releasing energy, or mechinical Spring. 

9. The repulsive differential driving double-acting elec 
trical machinery power System as in claim 5, wherein its 
damping device includes that the two interactive rotational 
electrical machinery assembly Structures of the two double 
acting type electrical machinery assembly are respectively 
coupled with damping devices and the loads, wherein it is 
characterized in that one interactive rotational electrical 
machinery assembly structure of the double-acting type 
electrical machinery assembly is directly coupled (or 
through transmission device) with the load, while the other 
interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly struc 
ture of the electrical machinery assembly is individually 
coupled with one side of the damping devices 601, 602, 
while the other sides of the damping device 601, 602 are 
mutually coupled, to the effect that the damping mechanism 
featuring differential damping effects and comprising Struc 
turally, be it of the fluid energy Source mode, of the 
mechnical friction mode, of the electromagnetic generation 
mode, or Still of the eddy current mode, present and inter 
vening way between the twin interactive rotational electrical 
machinery assembly 601, 602, will altogether account for an 
overall slidable dampler 660, this dampler 660, capable of 
producing differentially directed loading condition to bear 
upon the twin double-acing type electrical machinery assem 
bly Structured accordingly, Substantiates a repulsive differ 
entail double-acting electrical machine System represented 
hereunder by the present invention. 

10. The repulsive differential driving double-acting elec 
trical machinery power System as in claim 1, wherein 
besides of that the repulsive differential driving double 
acting type electrical machinery power System can be con 
Stituted by twin double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly, it can be further constituted by twin or more than 
twin double-acting type electrical machinery assembly, 
wherein one interactive rotational electrical machinery 
assembly Structure of each double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly is still employed to drive the load, the 
corresponding other interactive rotational electrical machin 
ery assembly Structure can be back to back coupled in any 
axial directions with the common differential device. 

11. The repulsive differential driving double-acting elec 
trical machinery power System as in claim 1, wherein for 
applications of the repulsive differential driving double 
acting type electrical machinery power System in driving the 
load in the same rotational direction, the non-for load 
driving interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly 
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Structure of the double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly can be coupled with the wheel train appearing in 
the interactive relationship of contrary rotational directions, 
whereby to accomplish the repulsive differential driving 
functions, or the non-for load driving interactive rotational 
electrical machinery assembly structure of the double-acting 
type electrical machinery assembly can be directly com 
monly coupled with the interactive wheel trains in the same 
rotational direction or directly mutually coupled. 

12. The repulsive differential driving double-acting elec 
trical machinery power System as in claim 11, wherein the 
twin double-acting type electrical machinery assembly are 
coupled with the wheel train through the axial direction 
change transmission devices in mutual contrary rotational 
direction to constitute a repulsive differential driving power 
System, thereof it is mainly characterized in that the indi 
vidual Second interactive rotational electrical machinery 
assembly structures 112, 122 of the two back to back 
installed twin double-acting type electrical machinery 
assembly 103, 104 are respectively coupled with the two 
input shafts of the wheel train 901 appearing in the inter 
active relationship of contrary rotation directions through 
the axial direction change transmission device 900 consti 
tuted by the universal transmission device or equal-speed 
universal transmission device or bevel gears, while the first 
interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly struc 
tures 111, 121 of the twin double-acting type electrical 
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machinery assembly drive the load in the same rotational 
direction. 

13. The repulsive differential driving double-acting elec 
trical machinery power System as in claim 11, wherein the 
two back to back installed double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly are respectively coupled with the wheel 
train in mutual contrary rotational directions thereby to 
constitute the repulsive differential driving power System, 
thereof it is mainly characterized in that the individual 
Second interactive rotational electrical machinery assembly 
structures 112, 122 of the two back to back installed twin 
double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 103, 104 
are respectively coupled with the two input shafts of the 
wheel train 901 appearing in the interactive relationship of 
contrary rotation directions, while the first interactive rota 
tional electrical machinery assembly structures 111, 121 of 
the twin double-acting type electrical machinery assembly 
drive the load in the same rotational direction; thereof 
besides of that the twin double-acting type electrical 
machinery assembly can be back to back installed, it can be 
parallel installed at the Same Side, thereby to combine with 
the interactive wheel trains in contrary rotation directions 
whereby to constitute the repulsive differential driving 
double-acting type electrical machinery power System. 


